
Registration, renewal and internship completion
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Minnesota rehabilitation providers

• Qualified rehabilitation consultants (QRCs) – 235

• QRC interns – 23

• QRC firms – 74

• Placement vendors – 16

• Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) firms – 17

• CARF providers in Minnesota – see carf.org/providerSearch.aspx
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http://www.carf.org/providerSearch.aspx


Sign-up in Work Comp Campus
Work email, password and sign in Agreement required to use Campus





QRC firm and vendor registration instructions



H.F. 19 and S.F. 27 (Article 2) (2020 7th Special 
Session); signed by Gov. Walz Dec. 16, 2020
Section 7 amends Minnesota Statutes § 176.102, subdivision 10 – Rehabilitation; 
consultants, interns and vendors.

• Paragraph (a) requires an employer or insurer to be approved by the commissioner as a QRC firm, 
and create an account in Campus as a firm, to employ a QRC to provide vocational rehabilitation 
services to an injured worker.

• Paragraph (b) requires a plan of supervision signed by the QRC intern’s supervisor to be filed with 
the intern’s application in Campus. The supervisor must verify the intern’s compliance with all 
rehabilitation statutes and rules. The intern must verify all rehabilitation documents prepared by 
the intern were reviewed by the supervisor before they were filed with the commissioner.

• Effective Dec. 17, 2020.



QRC supervisor intern plan of supervision





Annual registration renewal

A renewal reminder is emailed 90 days before the registration expires.

Within 30 days:

• a renewal application must be data entered within Campus;

• attach the CRC/CDMS certification or documentation for the 20 continuing education 
units (CEUs); and

• mail a check as soon as possible with the registration fee to the Department of Labor and 
Industry’s (DLI’s) Financial Services unit. Attach a note to the check telling staff members 
to notify the DLI registration specialist that your renewal check has been received.

A late-registration fee chart is included with the renewal reminder email message.
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Intern responsibilities

Vendors:  CEUs are not required.

QRC interns: 20 CEUs are needed each year; or 
you must be CRC or CDMS certified.

Documentation must:

1. be a legible certificate of attendance;

2. bear the name of the intern; and 

3. be signed and dated by the sponsoring
institution or organization.
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CEUs

Accepted

In post-secondary course work, including vocational rehabilitation, medical, 
psychology of disability and occupational safety, accepted CEUs include:

• workers’ compensation law continuing legal education (CLE) units; and

• DLI-sponsored training, including this orientation and rehabilitation updates.

They must be obtained in a 12-month period prior to the renewal notice.

Not accepted

Receipts for tuition are not accepted as documentation of attendance.
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Reasons for denial of registration renewal

Reasons for denial of renewal include:

• outstanding penalties and missing R-forms;

• violations of prohibited conduct;

• late or incomplete renewal form submission, such as missing the applicant’s signature, 
Social Security number or required CEUs;

• registration fee or late fees not paid; and

• total internship period of 36 months has expired.
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Completion of internship based on

1. QRC intern supervisor report about the intern’s competence to practice independently;

2. written examples of the intern’s work, approved by the supervisor, including submitted 
Campus R-forms and narrative reports;

3. Campus Rehabilitation Consultation Report form, with the narrative report explaining 
your decision;

4. Campus R-2 Rehabilitation Plan form, with the initial evaluation narrative report, which 
includes Minnesota Rules 5220.1803, subpart 5, requirements – medical status, 
vocational history, educational history, social history, relevant economic factors, 
transferable skills, employment barriers and recommendations;
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Completion of internship based on (continued)

5. Campus Plan Progress Report (PPR) form or R-3 Rehabilitation Plan Amendment form with 
the PPR section completed – attach a narrative separate PPR discussing barriers to the plan 
and the measures to be taken to overcome them;

6. Campus R-8 Notice of Rehabilitation Plan Closure form with a summary narrative report – 
Minn. R. 5220.0510, subp. 7, the summary narrative report should be an overall review from 
the start of rehabilitation to the end and not just a final progress report;

7. labor market survey report, a vocational evaluation report that shows understanding of 
vocational testing (using administered achievement, interest, aptitude and personality test 
results that identify an employee’s strengths, weaknesses and jobs the employee is able to do 
and/or with training or education in consideration of their physical limitations) and a 
transferable-skills analysis report covering points in the intern qualifying presentation.
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Determination of internship completion3

For more about approval of registration as QRC intern, see Minn. R. 5220.1500, subp. 1a.

When requirements are met:

• an approval letter is issued within 60 days of receipt of the completed application to be a full 
QRC.

When requirements for initial QRC registration are not met:

• a letter requesting additional information may be sent to the intern supervisor; or

• a registration denial Decision and Order is issued within 60 days; and

• one-half of the registration application fee may be refunded.
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Follow the steps to success and ask questions



Thank you!

Thank you
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